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The Genocide of Bosnian Muslims (1992-1995) and Hiatus of 

Global Justice 
 

1Rahim Dad Sherani, 2Abdul Manan Bazai 
ABSTRACT: 

The 1992-1995 war in Bosnia was most exceedingly devastating war in European 

landmass. The considerable and organized human right infringement was the most 

noticeably awful in Europe since World War II. The article propounds, in light of a 

temporary analysis of non-lawful essentially social studies and humanities composition 

about the Yugoslav emergency, as well as centered investigation of the genocide of 

Bosnian Muslims (1992-1995) and global justice. A main point of interest inside the 

confirmation of genocide has been, where and when such violations took place. The 

prior time of the conflict, within the spring/summer of 1992 in eastern and northern 

Bosnia, frequently noticed by investigators as the critical time of considerable and 

organized viciousness constituting genocide, has been to a great extent maintained a 

strategic distance from or rejected by the worldwide legal exertion. By looking at the 

critical instance of Goran Jelisic, this article highlights in detail various issue of 

explanation or misconception within the evolving jurisprudence on genocide. 

Keywords: Genocide, Bosnian Muslims, Violation of Human Rights, Case of Goran 

Jelisic. 

Introduction  

The war in Bosnia seriously caused of massive and organized human right violation 

international players reacted to cope the disintegration of Yugoslavia posed has been 

broadly discussed for study with strong mean by literature that global forces as whole 

failed. The UN peace keeping missions in war zone were unfortunately failed literally 

by its instructing professional of the Security Council. It was failures, to not secure 

besieged and intimated Bosnik people while providing humanitarian aid having no 

solid response to the attack on the UN protected area of Srebrenica despite NATO 

forces to take action.1 

The method in which the wars were represented by global media, including two 

prominent studies, had a strong influence policy reaction to these cruelties limiting 

conception of both politicians and publics, establishing misperception in the case of 

aggression, war and genocide of Bosnian Muslims.2 

The aim of said article is not, primarily these institutions rather it goes through by 

comparative analysis, how non – state actors on the other hand, global law actors, 

basically the tribunal made by Security Council as a legal response to the cruelties in 

war times. Nevertheless, historians, area experts, genocide theorists, war and policy 

experts, better explained crisis as compare to other professionals.  

This article does not mean to be read as hard critique of the ICTY - itself move had 

completed by its information and operation and it would be not easy to visualize the 

region as safe and comparatively well-off as it is today, in the absence of heavy and 
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challenging case work. As above mentioned, here we mainly focus on the most 

important crime, genocide, keeping in view the record of the core judicial bodies the 

argument develops by investigation of the court features of a dominant case, Goran 

Jelisic. Specifically, the Yugoslav tribunal (ICTY): the failure to direct criminals of 

the war crimes which paved the way for genocide, and failure to acknowledge 

genocide which took place outside the municipality of Srebrenica. Cultivating said 

critique the article will precisely explain history of the early events of the war which 

motivated many global observers of the originally genocide nature of dispute. 

Bosnia war and genocide, April-May 1992 

In spite of the zone non-Serb Bosnian majority and integrated nature of society, the 

inhabitants of eastern Bosnia were the first in Bosnia to meet the genocidal Strike of 

Belgrade-backed forces aimed on entirely converting the demography of the zone. 

Human rights observer generated a summary of picture in August 1992. It described 

that Civilians were on the spot sentenced in a section of ‘ethnic purifying’ movement 

which had experienced by Serbian forces.3 In Bijeljina on 1st April, A group of Serb 

shooters led by a contract murderer for Milosevic’s police ministry ran beyond the 

border from Serbia and strike Bijeljina. Burly shooter in black covered-face and 

jackboots crushed through Bijeljina. They had been from home-to-home searching for 

influencing Muslims by education and money. Young Muslim men had been creped 

from their houses, hit on the head, thrown to rot in the streets. Aged women had been 

murdered at their houses.4 

There had two notable hallmarks about this strike. Firstly, non-local Serbian forces 

intentionally centralized circumstances: Secondly a strategy of horror in which 

hearsay was as crucial as real murder started in this town.5 On 4 April Serbian forces 

started shelling the village of Jelec. Subsequently three days they arrived and started 

murdering men, women and children. On 6 April Serbian forces focused Visegrad but 

the brutality of slaughtering started deliberately in May. Serbian armed-forces quickly 

proceed closely by Foca, the military assumed control in 7 April: The takeover was 

organized struggle of guerrillas from Serbia and Montenegro, along with paramilitary 

forces of Serbs from Bosnia… which accrued in the Foca muncipality after the 

Bosnian Serbs were strongly control that a sorrowful situation. They started 

cirumnvegeted non-Serb individuals from the all over; villages dividing the men form 

the women, and imprisoning the in several custody means. The Foca police operated 

intimately with Serb armed forces controlling the municapality and contributed a vital 

role in the arrest, dismissal, custody, rape, torture and killing of the non-Serb residents 

of the town. In accordance with ICRC some-what 588 non-Serbs are missing from the 

Foca municipality and ICTY had openly signified nine people for rape as a war crime 

and genocide.6 The next day Belgrade-backed units gathered exterior of the town 

Zvornik. They started shelling the Serb-minority town of 80,000 free from excuse 

(Silber, & Little, 1996). The UNHCR’s most senior regulator in Yugoslavia went 

through the town with the aim of to turn back to Sarajevo, below is what he 

experienced: I was in custody for two hours. I felt that I was in deep risk. I saw trucks 
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full of carcasses. I could saw militiaman taking move carcasses or dead bodies of 

children, women and aged people from their homes and placing them on trucks. I saw 

no less than four or five trucks full of dead bodies. When I reached the cleansing has 

been completed. They had plundered and cleaned up the city after the carnage. I 

realized that had to kill me. The official was Jose-Mariz Mendilvce he latterly told in 

addition of the story: I saw children were down the stride of tanks; lay down there by 

other mature men. All around people were shooting. The warriors were operating 

through the town, orderly murdering all the Muslims.7 

The Bosnian Commission for missing persons later found 69 bodies in Grabavci. 

They were thought to be important for a gathering of 750 Bosnians from the eastern 

town of Zvornik who were taken by Serbian armed powers and murdered in the close 

by town of Karakaj in June 1992.Butcher heightened I May. A UN memorandum 

which came up uniquely on 7 August 1992 displayed that UN peacekeepers had 

revealed a ‘determined system’ by Serbian Volunteer armies of rundown educations 

of Muslims, removals, shootings and house burnings. The archive, dated 8 July, 

announced the strategy strengthened toward the beginning of May.8 
 In the time of assault on the village of Kosman on 4 May men were removed and 

gone forever, a house was loaded with individuals from three families and caught fire. 

The remaining houses were also caught fire on May 7 the town of Skelani tumbled to 

Serbian armed powers. Vehida Selimovic went through the night in her storm caller. 

The next day: The Cetniks encompassed [they staying non-Serb] houses, tank and 

cannon shells were terminated at the houses. There were seven men, four ladies and 

eleven youngsters stowing away in our storm cellar however. The Cetniks discovered 

us, shot and murdered every one of the men before us, as well as our spouses. Then, at 

that point, they reviled us, called us Turks and endangered to kill us.9 

Lane and Shanker have seen that in late spring and earlier summer 1992, three 

thousand Muslims in Brcko were killed and that the US government ‘had pictures of 

individuals on trucks, prior and afterward’ at last rites close to the town.10 

Helsinki detailed that it had ‘got reports that comparable mass executions had 

happened in the towns of Bijelina, Foca, Visegrad and Bratunac. It additionally is 

worried that Serbs gone against to such strategies of ‘ethnic purifying’ may likewise 

have been executed for injustice by Serbian force’.11 On 27th May Marcus Tanner in 

The Independent (27 April 1992) detailed that in ‘Muslim towns seized by the Serbian 

forces, carnage and constrained removals had accrued.’ He added that Liberation’s 

Jean Hatzfeld who went through the Village of Nova Kasaba, close to Zvornik, in 

eastern Bosnia Prior that week, had talked about ‘the assemblages of twenty-nine 

Muslims lying on the roadside, shot by Serb in execution. In late May homes were 

obliterated and Individuals killed in the Muslims Bosnian Villages of Zlatnik, Turjak, 

Zanozje and Smrijecj: in one incident six ladies were singed alive in one home. The 

celik family was murdered in the equivalent way. before the end of May non-Serb 

homes in the Village of kosterjerevo, close to Zvornik were plundered and burned and 

men and young men from the non-Serb Villages of Sestici, Klisa, Djulici, Sjenokos, 
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Kaludran, Celismanu, Lupe at Karakaj close to Zvornik from 1 to 10 June.  Le 

Monde’s Yves Heller, given an account of 10 June the declaration of Aida Hodic, 

matured 63, about a carnage had taken place concisely previously: It was five PM 

when the police officers, joined by civilian army reservists, escaped their vehicles and 

began firing. After 30 minutes hundred and fifty locals were dead or passing on in 

pools of their own blood. The carcasses of men, ladies and kids lay where they had 

fallen for three days until the Serbs buried then in normal grave. 

The deliberate composition of this carnage happening constantly over a few months is 

certainly. It is without any doubt that normally no contradicting forces were battling 

against Serbian forces from their houses and to demolish their Villages.12 There were no 

practically Identical demonstrations against Serb Populaces in Bosnia before these 

occasions, or for sure outside of secluded demonstrations, or for sure, outside of secluded 

of demonstrations, a while later. The proof introduced above recommends that an 

important extent of individuals of numerous humble communications and villages 

were carnage or assumed to one move position to be murdered. Crafted by Daniel 

Toljaga, in light of ICTY case decisions, proposes somewhere in the range of 296 

prevalently Bosnia (Muslim) Villages in the area around Srebrenica (i.e., not the 

entire eastern Bosnia area) with somewhere around 3,166 archived passing, numerous 

causalities being women, youngsters or elders.13 

The Case of Goran Jelisic 

One case that appears to be symbolic of ICTY inability to arraign, prosecute, and 

convict culprits of genocide is the Goran Jelisic case which is inspected in more detail 

beneath. The case has importance as it appears to many, both legal and non-legal 

scholastics, and a few appointed authorities, as probably as possible at any point be. 

In May and June 1992 in the north-eastern Bosnian town and municipality Brcko, 

Goran Jelisic, in control of neighborhood police force, itself constrained by Serbian 

forces, serious a progression of killing - he conceded to 13 - just as other insensitive 

demonstrations, as crimes against humankind (with comparable violations under the 

laws or customs of war). Like the ICTY sump up: “he deliberately murdered Muslim 

prisoners at the laser Bus co., the Brcko police station and the Luka camp”.  He stood 

firm on a foothold of power at Luka camp, a temporary jail office in the town. As one 

legal researcher had perceived, Goran Jelisic, ‘represents the awkward suggestion that 

a man who freely expressed that he needed to murder all Muslims didn’t have the 

essential mens rea to convict for genocide.14 

It is critical to enlarge an additional ingredient in choice of this case for our considera-

tion: Goran Jelisic was the primary case to test the recommendation that one of the 

infantries of genocide could be at real fault for that crime. After Goran Jelisic, there 

would be small point in the tribunal prosecutor arraigning other low level however 

genuine conflict criminals for genocide. In that sense, Goran Jelisic addresses an 

experiment for genocide in many ways. Thus, this case is the primary focal point of 

investigation here, however by other cases, in which important are utilized. The 

predominantly significant concentration here, in any case, is the question of expectation. 
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The Genocide convention, Article II, States: Genocide implies any of the following 

acts committed with intention to annihilate, in entire or partially, a national ethnical, 

racial or religious group as such: 

a) Killing individuals from the gathering; 

b) Causing genuine substainal or mental damage to individuals from the gathering; 

c) Willingly incurring for the gathering states of life determined to achieve or partially; 

d) Imposing measures planned to forestall births inside the gathering; 

e) Forcibly moving children of the gathering to another gathering. 

Starting with the reference of other tribunal, the advancement of the perquisite for 

‘uncommon purpose’ for genocide before long becomes set up. It is contended under-

neath that this more elevated level essential - exceptional expectation rather than simple 

goal made it harder to convict the supposed ‘little fish’ like Goran Jelisic and others. 

The degree of disarray made by the adoption of this test could be viewed as harming 

to the standing of the tribunal as contended by Akhavan.15 Goran Jelisic expressed 

aimed in the period in which he killed numerous Bosnians; appear to be significantly 

more persuading with regards to the culprit’s ‘genocidal’ or ‘explict’ purpose to 

annihilate the gathering, as the two tribunals have governed to the test. Goran Jelisic, 

an observer affirmed, said to the prisoners at Luka Camp that somewhere in the range of 

five and ten percent would leave, all in all, 90 to 95 percent would be murdered. One 

more also - however utilizing an alternate plan that 70 percent would be executed the 

majority of the rest of beaten (probably in the information that numerous died in 

brutal attacks). To another to he expressed that he loathed Muslims and needed to 

murder them all. Those who figured out how to endure would be slaves for whom the 

most noticeably awful modest errands would be held. Muslim ladies were considered 

smudged and ought to be disinfected in Goran Jelisic’s view. At this time, he likewise 

bragged having murdered scores of Bosnians.16 

Such articulations were excused by the bench in Goran Jelisic as not establishing 

evidence of special intention. while witness JJ’s assertion above leaves the conceivable 
explanation that the Tutsi might one-day return, Goran Jelisic’s assertions - the legitimacy 

of the evidence was not addressed by the judges - can all the more promptly be viewed as 

a declaration of a perspective bowed on never permitting Bosnians to return as by far 

most would have died. The ICTY in Goran Jelisic marked up, may be deceptively, the 

issue of purported ‘solitary culprit’ genocide. Indeed, Goran Jelisic was a test for the 

possibility that the immediate culprits of genocide or the troopers of genocide can 

tolerate criminal obligation. In Goran Jelisic the chamber emphasized on the presence 

of a plan to annihilate to some extent the ‘Muslim’ of Brcko and regardless of whether 

Goran Jelisic knew about such a plan, or as the judges for the situation recommended, 

did the blamed submit his killing as a solitary culprit? This was a straight forward 
inquiry to respond to - one that Appeals chamber reacted too appropriately.  Similarly, the 

thought, in Bosnia at any rate, that plan coordinated at the annihilation of non-Serb 

groups required additional proof to be demonstrated without question appears to be 

ludicrous to the people in question and similarly fantastical to law specialists. Appeal 
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judges concluded that this sort of evidence ‘could have given the premise to a sensible 

chamber find without the question that the respondent had the plan to obliterate the 

Muslim gathering in Brcko’. As such, this evidence was considered fit in itself of 

exhibiting the necessary intention, it being, on this evidence without question that 

genocidal intention was absent in Goran Jelisic at the Period of the killing he committed. 

One disagreeing judge contended that evidence of orderly what’s more, coordinated 

killing a refrigerated truck eliminating 10 to 20 bodies per day should have been taken 

related to evidence that the majority of those murdered had a place with a specific 

ethnic group against which Goran Jelisic had oppressive intent. With respect to an 

agent division there of or subjective test brought up in Goran Jelisic, the Commission 

of Experts which investigated crimes in the war, indicated that, On the off change that 

basically the all-out authority of a group is designated. It could likewise sum to 

genocide suck leadership includes political and administrative leaders, religious 

leaders, academics and intellectuals, business leaders furthermore others the entirely 

fundamentally might be a solid sign of genocide notwithstanding the real numbers 

murdered. A confirming contention will be the destiny of the reminder of the group. 

The personality of the assault on the authority should be seen with regards to the 

destiny for sure happened to the reminder of the group. In the event that a gathering 

has its authority eradicated, and simultaneously or in the wake of that, has a generally 

huge number of the individuals from the group murdered or exposed to others 

egregious demonstrations, for instance ousted on a huge scope or compelled to 

escape, the group of infringement should be considered completely to decipher the 

provisions of the convention in a soul reliable with its motivation.17  

A Note on Other Genocide Jurisprudence 

At last, it should be noticed that different courts have taken on strikingly unique 

explanation of the Convention to that by and large presented by judges at the ICTY. 

In Jorgic v Germany the European Court of Human Rights found that genocide had 

been committed for as situation outside the Srebrenica region in the early months of 

the conflict (spring/summer 1992). Taking more prominent notification of grant on 

the conflict, it referred to the way that, an extensive number of researchers were of the 

assessment that the thought of obliteration of a gathering accordingly, in its strict 

which means, was more extensive than a physical-natural annihilation and furthermore 

enveloped the obliteration of a gathering as a social unit.18  

The judges noticed that the Trial Chamber in Krstic perceived that obliteration of 
social and sociological qualities of a human gathering when partnered to a more extensive 

physical or organic obliteration, i.e., killing; it might genuinely be considered as proof 

of a purpose to genuinely obliterate the group.19 (Kim, 2007). German courts have 

discovered that genocide occurred in different districts of north and eastern Bosnia: in 

Foca municipality, in the Jorgic case in Doboj municipality, the Sokolovic case 

identifying with acts submitted in Kalesija region close to Zvornik, and in Vrbanjci, 
north-central Bosnia, where Kusljic’s demonstrations were perceived as genocide. These 

cases identify with acts done generally in the early months of the conflict in 1992. 
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Conclusion 
The gumption talks about, not just legal institutions failed the test of Yugoslavia 

crisis, which started in the initial 1990s. The Cold War helped cause to accept actors 

or at-least direct attention away from the war crimes and human rights monsters of the 

world. This article does not mean to criticize any state or global organizations, neither 

civil society leaders only to highlight the complete failures of international media, 

regarding Bosnian war. The attention has been the nascent global judiciary and it is 

vibrant that elements of the new international legal structure may have established in 

ways not isolated to the wider failures to address the Yugoslav crisis in the most 

suitable mode. 

The extensive crimes steadfast in Bosnia and the many thousands of victims, who 

perished in the intentional operation to expand Serbian control of territory where 

formerly mixed populations lived together, in upshot destroying defenseless societies 

on those boundaries, can be matched to the ICTY record of conviction: only five men 

(out of 18 nominated accused) for genocide, on charges linking only to one incident 

(out of various) of genocide. As observed above this record leaves many onlookers, 
from Bosnia and other neighboring Balkan - states and from further afield, dissatisfaction 

with the justice presented by the Yugoslavia Tribunal. The Goran Jelisic case, as the 

thorough study above suggests contributed to the thinning explanation of the Convention 

various other case results of both ad-hoc tribunals have had. It appears reasonable to 

debate, in this light therefore, the direction of the judiciary has been away from 

holding those who really commit the crimes that institute the actus reus of genocide 

responsible and arguably the effect has been to discard many thousands of vi and their 

surviving relatives – in particular concerning eastern Bosnia – the full sense of justice 

convictions for genocide debatably symbolize. 

In the above analysis it is possible to argue that a judicial crater splits on the one hand 

the ad-hoc tribunals and Bosnia’s own War Crimes Chamber, which has to date 

trailed the line taken in The Hague and on the other, certain state courts, in specific 

the German regional courts and the European Court of Human Rights. In addition, the 

whole contribution of this jurisprudence appears to not only reverse proficient opinion 

of academics across a range of relevant disciplines in the mortalities and social 

sciences – carving a hypothetically moment of trans-disciplinary fault line in relation 

to genocide, the crime of crimes, but debatably also specifically weakens the role of 

historians and the measures of the courts themselves to a consolidated, precise 

narrative of the Yugoslavia wars. That said it is significant to remember that without 

such a Tribunal, the state would have been left with even less wisdom of justice and 

order than occurs, somewhat insecurely, today. 

This article rises questions for future study in law on the specific legal abstract and 

evidential matters debated above, but in particular in relation to global judicial verdict 

making in the progress of case law, what issues have stuck, almost gradually, on the 

systems, interpretive procedures and legal creativity of international judges? Precisely 

how does the media-driven sea of data (and the very language used to describe 
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information) in which we all (including those isolated figures, judges) swim, mark 

judicial gratitude of multifaceted crises?  

In the light of the dispute sketched above, such questions appear in need of urgent 

examination and reply. 
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